
avalanche

Noun, A great mass of ice, earth, or snow mixed with rocks sliding
down a mountain; to overwhelm by an extremely large amount of

anything

bay

Noun, a body of water forming an indentation of the
shoreline, larger than a cove but smaller than a gulf

courteous

Adj, polite and gracious; considerate toward
others; well-mannered

crew

Noun, A group of people working together as a
team

curt

Verb, rude speech; to cut short, bring to a halt
or end sooner than expected; to reduce



dim

Adj, small, smaller than most others of the same
type; not bright, not seen clearly or in detail

dissolve

Verb, Melt, Make a solution out of, or turn into a liquid; to
break up an assembly or organization; to bring to an end

fleet

Verb, moving swiftly; Noun, a large group of airplanes,
automobiles, etc., moving or operating together

gaunt

Adj, thin and bony, starved looking; bare,
barren

journey

a long trip; traveling from one place to another
over a long distance



lean

Noun, containing little or no fat, skinny, gaunt;
Verb, to rest against or on something for support

littered

Noun, Things all over the place, all over
ground, scattered, untidy; trash

pace

Noun, the rate of movement,
especially in stepping, walking;
Verb, to set the pace for
something, as in racing cars or
horses

peninsula

Noun, A piece of land that is surrounded by
water on three sides.

progress

Noun, a movement toward a goal; continuous
improvement, forward or onward movement



rotund

Adj, round in shape, plump,
fat

skipper

Noun, the master or captain of a vessel, especially of a small trading
or fishing vessel; a variety of insects that hop or fly with jerky motions

stampede

Noun, A sudden rush of animals or people,
usually caused by fear.

swift

moving very fast; quick to respond to
something; a bird in the swallow family

thaw

Verb, to change from a frozen to a liquid state;
melt; to become less formal or reserved



voyage

Noun, a journey to some distant place by air,
land, or sea

wail

Verb, a prolonged high-pitched cry of pain,
grief, or anger.

whimper

Verb, cry weakly or
softly

wince

Verb, to draw back suddenly, as though in pain
or fear; flinch

yacht

Noun, an expensive ship used for pleasure
cruises or racing


